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REFRESHERS

August
NAPS Girls, South - Sat 22nd
(Levels 1 & 2)
Belmont - Fri 21st & Sat 22nd
(2-day Beginner training)
- Tues 25th
(Levels 1 & 2 only)
September
Belmont - Sat 5th (Levels 1 & 2)
- Sat 12th (Level 3 only)
Time: 8am – 4pm
(Yes - the whole day and
starting at 8am promptly!)
Level 1 & 2 tutors:
Bring to refresher
Book 2 & 3 Tutor sets,
B programme
All tutors: Hand in your certificate for your
grade to be entered.
Annual training is mandatory for all
continuing ALTA tutors and essential
to develop and maintain a standard of
excellence in teaching.
Since the refresher is just one day, several
skills are reviewed through the written
assignment which must be submitted by the
end of July. Submitting your assignment
on the day of the refresher means that you
get no feedback and therefore never know
where you might have gone off-track.
Coordinators who are not teaching should
submit homework for a level that they will
be coordinating in September.
Every year we ‘beg’ tutors not to submit
homework on the refresher day - to no
avail. Let’s make 2009 a first and all
ubmit on time!

2009: THE YEAR OF VOLUNTEERISM
Organisations which target the youth market and which previously, one would have only associated with entertainment
and just having a good time, are making conscious efforts to focus their energies and those of their clientele on charity,
community service and volunteerism. This is not to say that all of the foregoing elements cannot co-exist, but this sense of
obligation to community, society and further, to country, is something that most of our youth do not acknowledge. However
if we are to judge by the trend of recent social events attended by ALTA, “giving back” is on its way back in. This is a great
sign for our country.
The Heroes Foundation hosted the Heroes Convention 5 (HCV), 24th and 25th April at the
UTT Campus Pavilion, O’Meara, Arima. The convention had its usual movies, presentations,
games and comic fest. This year, however, the Heroes Foundation branched out to encourage
volunteerism among our nation’s young people by inviting NGOs to host a booth.
ALTA was present on both days to make the public more aware of our activities. On Friday
24 April, 2009, several schools from throughout the country visited the booth. Teachers and
students alike expressed
interest in our work and
took away material on
our national student
Browsing through ALTA
registration and locations
material.
of classes. The attendees
were more diverse on
Saturday 25 April as the convention was then open to
the general public. ALTA thanks Heroes Foundation for
including us in the exhibit and we look forward to next Isha from the Belmont office awaits the rush after setting
up the display.
year.
The Volunteer Connection coordinated National Volunteer Week from 25th April – 2nd May, featuring a workshop for
NGOs, an award ceremony and a volunteer fair. The ALTA booth at the volunteer fair, 30th April, was manned by tutors
Marilyn Jordan-Romany and Jennifer Pierre who spread the ALTA word on the Brian Lara Promenade.
A number of persons expressed a wish to become volunteer tutors and strikingly, there was equal interest from young and
mature persons. Some of the young persons were doing exams and were “looking for something to do” after exams. After
the event, a few prospective volunteers did contact our head office to garner information on classes and training.
Thanks to the Volunteer Connection for helping to showcase our work and to our own volunteer base which is the lifeblood
of ALTA. Also up for special mention is Republic Bank Limited, a corporate sponsor who provided giveaway items for
the booth.
A collaboration among Friends of Victory Foundation, Triniscene.com, Buzz Concepts and CaribbeanFever.com
resulted in the Victory Games 2009, which took place on Sunday 17th May. Teams and their supporters turned out to the
Police Barracks Grounds, Long Circular Road, St. James to participate in this event, themed: “The Hardware”. In its second
year, the concept of the games is to pair corporate teams with charity organisations. On game day, the corporate teams
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TUTOR CERTIFICATES
&
AGM ON SAT 25th OCT 09
Mrs. Zalayhar Hassanali, our patron, will
present certificates to those who have
successfully
completed their one year of
teaching. Congrats to those who
have remained faithful to their ALTA
commitment and thanks to those loyal
ALTA tutors who continue to volunteer
year after year!
Note that refund of the $100 deposit is
limited to tutors who complete their oneyear volunteer teaching in the academic
year directly following their training.
Those who defer or make up their
teaching hours beyond the first academic
year will be certified, but not refunded.
Tutors wishing to donate their deposit
should notify one of the ALTA offices
so that cheques are not prepared, mailed
out and left in limbo when not cashed.
Continuing tutors can indicate this on the
revised refresher registration form.
ALTA T-SHIRTS
A few students have expressed
discomfort with tutors wearing ALTA
t-shirts to class, as this identifies them as
ALTA students. Students often highly
value confidentiality, not letting even
close family know that they attend
ALTA. As such, we advise against
wearing the ALTA t-shirt to class.
These t-shirts are ideal to wear to ALTA
meetings and training and for everyday
wear to heighten awareness of ALTA.

compete in fun challenges and novelty games. At the end, the victorious team receives $25,000.00 which is donated to its
affiliate charity.
In 2009, ALTA was paired with RED 96.7FM (team name: Architects). Although our
team did well in several events, they were not this year’s winners. A few members of
the ALTA family showed up to give support and to enjoy the games. We say thanks
to our team, RED 96.7FM Architects, the organisers of the Victory Games and ALTA
supporters. We trust that these games are the starting point of continued partnership
between ALTA and its corporate team.
The generosity has already begun. Visitors to RED 96.7 FM’s website, http://www.
red967fm.com, will see a banner featuring ALTA. A wonderful and much appreciated
gesture from our corporate team. We look forward to their support on the airwaves.
We urge our dedicated volunteers to help in these outreach sessions.

≈≈≈≈≈
SPONSORS
The generosity of our sponsors enables us to perform our work while covering very basic operating costs.
The United Kingdom’s Women’s Club of Trinidad and Tobago (UKWC) presented its
Annual Contributions to Charity on 14 May at the Cascadia Hotel, Port of Spain. For the
fiscal year 2008/2009, this philanthropic group of ladies has managed to raise over
TT$500,000.00. ALTA has been the regular beneficiary of their generosity over the years.
This year they sponsored the training of nine new volunteer tutors.
We were splendidly represented by Chair of our Executive Board, Hetty Sarjeant, who
spoke a few words on our behalf. 28 NGOs received donations, with each representative giving a short introduction to their
organisation’s work. ALTA’s heartfelt thanks go out to the UKWC for their continued support.
Women’s Organisation for the Underprivileged (WOUP) chose ALTA to be joint beneficiary of their 30th anniversary
“Men Who Cook” event. WOUP are originators of this fundraising concept and their $60,000 donation to ALTA proves that
they remain masters at hosting this event. Paula, who represented ALTA, enjoyed the fabulous food and good company!
Thank you Marina Piper for collecting the cheque on behalf of ALTA.
ALTA extends hearty thanks to:
• United Way TT, whose continued support is a much appreciated blessing.
• We recognise also the kind generosity of Jack Warner.
• Rotary Club of Port of Spain West and Petroleum Women’s Club, who both invested in our Train-a-Tutor programme.
• Our long-term faithful sponsors Price Foundation, JB Fernandes, Bermudez and Neal & Massy Foundation.
• Our project sponsors - Atlantic LNG (Point Fortin), bpTT (Mayaro), Republic Bank Rehab Project.
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NEW ACADEMIC YEAR
Term 1:
Mon 14th Sept. – Fri 11th Dec.
LEVEL 3 TUTORS
Please collect from ALTA for your
graduates a list of:
• Government Lifelong Learning
Centres for school leaving or CXC
• ALTA Reading Circles for continued
regular reading

REGISTRATION FOR NEW STUDENTS

Tuesday 8th & Wednesday 9th Sept, 9am – 6pm
Tutors needed for registration: If available, tell your class coordinator at your orientation meeting or call the library
coordinator. Students needed for interviews: Please talk to your students about doing an interview in the first week of
Sept to help others face up to their literacy challenges. Choice of radio (no name required), newspaper (photo will be
taken) or TV. Email or call Lucresha with name and phone number.
LIBRARY

COORDINATOR

LIBRARY

COORDINATOR

Arima

Jennifer Antoine
790-2685c /398-1263c

San
Fernando

Inga Crichlow
684-2671c / 652-2980h

Chaguanas

Marilyn Rampersad 798-1656c / 6725085h
Sylvia Gordon 798-9791c /
671-2023

Sangre
Grande

Marsha Scott 478-2021

Couva

Maureen Richins
712-6298c /636-3693h

San Juan

Andrew Neehall 389-0077/675-3866
Palma Holder 743-3645/638-2153

Mayaro bpTT
Resource Centre

Agatha Williams

Siparia

Jean Rahaman Lutchman
362-1688/ 498-6300

Point Fortin

Lynette Frederick 777-1219

Tunapuna

Veronica Haywood 681-5676

Port-of-Spain

Camille Parmassar
742-0946c /632-1162h
Janet Joseph 632-0106h

Warrenville
Regional
Complex

Lilian Ramsaroop
378-8738c / 671-0116h

Princes Town

Myrna Jones 712-2548c

VENUE CHANGES
Closed (low student numbers):
La Horquetta & Carapo
Venue no longer available:
Mt Lambert RC presbytery

STUDENT CERTIFICATES
Please collect certificates, sign and
distribute them to your students
before the end of term. Consult your
coordinator if unsure whether to
promotos a student. Make sure students
who need to change venues, e.g.
Beginners going to Level 1 or Level 2
going to Level 3, have chosen from the
list of options (the class list is available
on the website) and that this is entered
on their evaluation report. Reports
on students who are repeating may be
submitted later, but must be at ALTA by
11th July.

630-3259h
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TUTOR TRAINING
This year 85 volunteers successfully
completed the intensive six-day ALTA
training, in Belmont, South and Arima.
Thanks once again to Bethel Pentecostal
Assembly in Arima for providing our
accessible, air-conditioned venue for the
third consecutive year.
Our South venue posed a problem as
UTT Couva, our host for the last four
South courses, had exams. The OWTU,
through David Abdullah, came to our
rescue providing a spacious, accessible
room at their CLR James Education
Institute. We were able to moderate
the May heat with some extra fans, one
kindly donated by tutor Deborah O’Neil.
Our able team of experienced facilitators
was joined for the first time by expert
tutors Ingrid Stuart,Veronica Fongyit
and Lucia Nimrod with Marlene WilsonMcNeil and Leonie Lyons also assisting.

2ND ANNUAL BG-ALTA INTERNET TRAINING
On 6th and 13th June, 27 Level 2 and 3 ALTA students and three tutors attended the
second annual basic training in how to use the computer and the internet. Students
were excited by this high-tech application for their literacy skills and proud of their
certificates.
Getting tutors on email and the net is a great help to managing the ALTA Programme
as it creates quick and cheap communication, saving the organisation both time and
money.
BG has donated two computers to the South office which will be available for students
and tutors. Four tutors, led by Vernon Ramlogan, have volunteered to assist students
with computer and internet skills. Classes begin 4th July, either 9am-11pm or 11am1pm. Tutors, please call Marilyn (672-5085) with names, class venues and contact
numbers.
In Belmont, another new benefactor, Jo Stewart, has been providing computer instruction for students since April 2009.
Every Thursday from 10am, she very kindly follows up on the BG Computer Basics Training held in 2008 with a group
of eager Level 2 and 3 students. There has been very positive feedback from students who are now adept at emailing and
using the World Wide Web. Jo, we at ALTA appreciate the commitment of your time and expertise. Jo does need help, so
do call ALTA Belmont if you can assist with the BG-ALTA net cafe.

We also welcomed six faithful master
tutors as observers on the course in
preparation to be class coordinators from
September: Camilla Charles, Simone
Sampson-David, Dott Tuitt-Williams,
Deborah O’Neil, Vernon Ramlogan and
Andy Romero.
Many thanks to tutor Cynthia Reviero
for taking the time to buy and bring
mid-morning refreshments for the South
course participants. She did this morning
and evening, with a big smile!
CONDOLENCES
To tutor/faciliator/coordinator Sarah
Williams on the loss of her mother to
cancer.

≈≈≈≈≈
LUCRESHA - NEW FACE AT BELMONT
From 1st April, Lucresha George took up the position of ALTA Communications Officer. With a wealth of experience
working with NGOs, Lucresha is buzzing with ideas and has brought new energy to Belomont. Her dedication and talent
are already evident and yeilding results.
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TUTORS: BE THE FACE/VOICE
OF ALTA!

PRISON PROGRAMME
GETS NEW LIFE

ALTA is getting more invitations to a
range of events from corporate sponsors’
family days to PTA meetings and
government workshops. Email or call
Lucresha if you are willing to host an
ALTA booth, talk about ALTA tutoring
and classes, or just wear the jersey and
smile at a fundraiser donating to ALTA.

Training 33 new volunteer tutors in February-March last year exhausted the remaining funds for the ALTA prison literacy
programme, so this had to become dormant awaiting the promised annual funding from government.

DONATIONS
Out of 28 students with Term 2 perfect
attendance, three lucky winners were
drawn at random for the $430 gift
certificate from Crysande Hochst,
Crysandes’s Spa & Make Up Studio,
Arima:
North - Sherwin
East - Angela
Central/South – Girlsin Girlsin
will be photographed receiving her
gift from Crysande. This wonderful
offer from Crysande is a great student
motivator and way to acknowledge the
effort and dedication of ALTA students.
We hope others will follow Crysande’s
lead!
Tutor Johnny Gopaulsingh stepped in
once again in a crisis, sourcing additional
chairs and tables for Day 1 of South
training at the OWTU with just a day’s
notice. We also thank him for the step
ladder, making it easier for Inga to reach
new heights!

Fortunately, NALIS Youth Lit and ALTA tutor Adrian Alexander of Curb Crime took responsibility for the YTC literacy
programme – NALIS funding it and Adrian mobilizing the YTC administrators, while ALTA coordinator Earlyn Wilson
was tireless in getting tutors and students to the classroom. During Jan-March, Earlyn’s valiant efforts achieved
completion of Bk 3, which students had just started at the end of the July-August sessions 08. Of the 29 students who
started the programme, 22 graduated to the next level up.
The Ministry of National Security presented ALTA with a cheque in April, 09 – thanks to the persistence of ALTA prison
coordinator Lystra Hazarie, as well as tutors Wendy Voss and Marilyn Ames. However, since many of the volunteer
inmate tutors do exams (CXC, etc.) in May-June, we have postponed startup. A refresher is set for 9th July and we hope
to rekindle interest among the trained tutors who are still around.

≈≈≈≈≈
WORKSHOPS
ALTA is pleased to offer various opportunities for skills-building and personal development. It is heartening to see the
response to these and we encourage all tutors to continue to seek self-improvement.
Twelve coordinators and tutors attended a one-day language workshop with Cynthia Birch at ALTA’s South office. to
master the intricacies of English.
25 tutors attended Ramona Khan’s second Critical Thinking workshop at ALTA on 14th March. Ramona’s vivacious
personality and highly interesting content kept tutors absorbed throughout the day. Tutors returned to their ALTA classes
with a fresh outlook and new tools to get students thinking.
Ramona will offer annual one-day workshops for ALTA at the end of January, so check alta-tt.org for details.

≈≈≈≈≈
PLEASE CONTINUE TO
DROP-IN, EMAIL OR FAX
STUDENTS’ WRITING FOR THE
STUDENT MAGAZINE!
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STUDENTS’ CORNER
NALIS Youth Lit classes completed their first year in mid-June. Below is the unedited speech written and delivered by student Sherisse after being awarded a Level
1 certificate at the National Library POS, 12th June. We look forward to extending this effective partnership to seven more libraries from October.

Good Afternoon to the Library shaff Turtors, parnets and friends I will like to
thank each and everyone for your support. At first some of us did not want to be
here. Some of the boys came to see the girls. We have improve a lots we can now
read better, write better, spelling better and apply rules to pronounce words. The
game help us to learn bigger words and also it was fun we even enjoyed doing the
syllable divison, pizzle and the word search we also enjoy the snacks at the end
of the class. We enjoy the visit to the water front we got a small thour of the
Hayatt Hotel we were amazed at the cleanliness of the toliet it even had music.
We took a lots of pictures and we lime on the sea wall and watch the boats leave
and arrive at the port. We looked forward to moving on to level two with your
continued support.
Thank you.
Parents should call NALIS for information on Youth Lit.

NALIS POS
Youth Lit
students visit
the waterfront
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Some tried and true strategies for effective learner recruitment in literacy programmes (adapted from literacy.com):
A. “At-risk” learners Identify “at-risk” learners and implement needed
supports.
B. Build on learner strengths Success leads to success! Start with what
learners already know and go from there. Point out when learners
make progress and encourage them to continue. Encourage learners
to let you know when they use their new skills in everyday life or on
the job.
C. Celebrate progress Hold a celebration of student progress and invite
current and past students.
D. Displays Have a prominent display of the various successes
experienced by students.
E. Early success Ensure that adults experience success early on in the
learning process in order to build confidence and self-esteem.
F. Field trips Offer a field trip related to the needs and interests of the
students. Add a literacy component by creating a book of photos and
student writing.
G. Gifts Give inexpensive gifts to learners to recognize excellent
attendance or achievements.
H. Have fun Lighten up in the classroom. A smile, a joke or two, games
and activities help learning.
I. Internet Learners can use the internet to practise basic computer
skills, such as keyboarding and using the mouse, and to practise
reading. There is something for everyone on the internet, so
encourage learners to use the student computers at Belmont and
South, as well as at the libraries.
J. Jobs Research reveals that many adult learners are motivated to come
to literacy programs to get or keep a job.
K. Know other community services Since literacy agencies cannot
meet all of the needs of adult students, literacy practitioners should
know what community services are available.
L. Library Visit the library with your students and help them register.
M. Mentoring Use mentoring and support needs.
N. Newsletter Start up a newsletter. Feature students’ stories in your
newsletter.
O. Orientation Provide an in-depth orientation process so that a learner
gets a clear understanding of the program, what is expected of them
and what it takes to be successful in a literacy programme.

P. Praise A word or two of praise in every class wimake students want
to attend the next day.
Q. Quality programming Adult learners are busy people. Offering
quality instruction and relevant learning materials that meet the
needs, motivations and goals of learners is a key retention tool.
R. Retention team Set up a retention team made up of students, staff
and volunteers. This team should discuss and act upon retention
issues in your agency. This will help ensure that a stronger and more
intentional focus is put on retention. It will also help your agency to
continually follow a fresh and student-centred approach.
S. Suggestion box Put up a student suggestion box in a prominent
place to give the students the opportunity to give you quick and easy
feedback about the literacy agency.
T. Training Provide professional development opportunities for tutors
on effective strategies for learner retention and on enhanced teaching
techniques, effective use of materials, multiple intelligences and
learning disabilities.
U. Understanding Both tutors and students have complex and
demanding lives, so let understanding of co-tutors and students
replace criticism.
V. Volunteers Create effective teams of volunteer tutors and provide
support in the classroom.
W. “We miss you” Send cards to learners who are often absent or who
have dropped out to let them know they are missed.
X. Explore learning styles Adults have different strengths and ways
of learning. In order to better understand and validate the different
gifts and needs of adult learners, take the time early on to explore
individual learning styles.
Y. Year Ask students to think about their literacy skills a year ago.
Point out their successes in the past year You can also talk about what
they might be doing a year from now and how they will achieve that
goal.
Z. Learning Zone Sometimes it takes a while for adults to get
comfortable with learning. The first few weeks of enrolment are
critical for learner retention. Welcome new students to “the learning
zone” and talk openly and honestly about the challenges ahead.
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